Powering Independent Learning
English

Maths

Write a newspaper report about a famous
fairytale. It could be about Jack finding the
beans, the Prince trying to find Cinderella.

Create 5 word problems about perimeter
and area.

Why not add sentences with examples of
the adverbials being used.

Choose one of the Spelling games to
practice 5 of your spellings.
You can practice your spellings anywhere, even in the car, on the way to
school!

Draw a picture of one the main
characters from our story: The
Creakers. Can you label them with adjectives to describe their personality
and appearance?

Research the 10 Guru’s of Sikhism and
create a fact file about each one.
Can you include pictures? If you are
doing it digitally can you change the font
and colours?

Make it informative but try and think of a
catchy headline.

Create a leaflet about the different
types of adverbials.

Topic

Go around your house and measure 5
objects. Write their length in cm’s and
mm’s

Count to 20 in French. You might make a
poster of what the numbers are in
French and English.

Visit deepening understanding and
complete the rounding the nearest 10
task.

Design your own settlement. This could
be a drawing or a physical village. Think
about the features you find in hamlets,
villages, towns, cities

Challenge: have a go at rounding numbers
to the nearest 10,100 and 1000.

Visit deepening understanding and
complete the Negative numbers task.
Challenge: Where would you find
negative numbers in real life?

Challenge: Find out how to introduce
yourself to someone in French.

What would your dream settlement
have?

Take pictures of things around the house or
in nature. Have a go at experimenting with
zoom, angles and exposure.
Challenge: Find out about artist Andy
Goldsworthy and have a go at recreating
some of his nature artwork.

